
CRITICAL THINKING AND DECISION MAKING IN NURSING PPT

In nursing, critical thinking for clinical decision- making is the ability to think in a systematic and logical manner with
openness to question and.

No new ideas or interpretations. Quality of the decision is important The subordinates do not share the
organizational goals to be obtained in solving the problem GII is eliminated 27 3 The unstructured problem
rule: quality of the decision is important, leader not have necessary information or experience to solve the
problem by himself The problem is unstructured, i. Note: Critical thinking will cause this nurse to examine the
assumptions made and gather more data before acting. Presentation on theme: "10 Critical Thinking and
Nursing Practice. The nurse manager can identify the problem by analyzing situation. The manager states that
it is the same type of schedule used in the past and other nurses have no problems with it. The art of
controlling means. Definition of clinical nursing decision; 4. Increasing technology, and regulatory pressures.
Are emotional or biased arguments used? Where is improvement needed? Explore ways of demonstrating
critical thinking in clinical practice. Option C reaches conclusions not supported by the facts. When nurses
must make decisions about client care and about the distribution of limited resources, they will be forced to
use critical thinking to think and act on areas where there are neither clear answers nor standardized
procedures and where conflicting forces make decisions complex. When a complex situation develops, they
are willing to consider deviations from standard protocols or policies. Decision making is an end point of
critical thinking that leads to problem resolution. Concept, composition and feature of critical thinking; 2. The
extreme left characterize the manager who maintains a high degree of control, whereas the right characterize
the leader who releases a high degree of control. Is there any value conflict? Be alert: solutions to old
problems sometimes create new problems, so you need additional decisions. Despite the tendency to be
governed by others, a person can learn and promote his critical thinking ability by accepting the diverse
opinions and values of experts. Is acceptance of decision by subordinates critical? Reexamines the purpose for
making the decision Consults the client and family members to determine their view of the criteria Identifies
and considers various means for reaching the outcomes Determines the logical course of action should
intervening problems arise 17 Question 5 Answer Reexamines the purpose for making the decision Consults
the client and family members to determine their view of the criteria Identifies and considers various means
for reaching the outcomes Determines the logical course of action should intervening problems arise 18
Question 5 Rationales The purpose for the decision should have been clear enough at the outset as to not
require re-examination at this point. Adapted with permission from Critical Thinking Indicators, by R. This
can be done through continuing education, professional meetings, review of the literature, and brainstorming
with staff. The extent of participation depend on organizational philosophy, managerial style. Clients and
families should be consulted earlyâ€”in the purpose-setting and criteria-setting steps. Does the manager have
sufficient information to make a decision? Who is involved? A nurse learns from observing, sensing, talking
with the client, and then reflecting actively on the experience. Develop implementation strategy L. Application
of critical thinking in the nursing care; 3. It is important to project what problems might interfere with the plan
and have appropriate responses prepared to prevent the interferences. Or if both answers are right or wrong?
Discuss the relationships among critical thinking, the problem-solving process, and the decision-making
process. CI- You share the problem with relevant subordinated individually. Bypassing normal routes of
authority violates desirable attitudes of integrity, intellectual courage, and confidence in reason. Available
time needed to make the decision 31 Managers can diagnose a situation quickly and accurately by answering
following questions 1. Is conflict among subordinates likely in preferred solutions? AI and AII are eliminated
28 5 The conflict rule: - If the acceptance of the decision is critical and autocratic decision is not certain to be
accepted - subordinates are likely to be in conflict or disagreement with solution AI, AII, and CI are
eliminated G 2 may used because finally you must solve problem. General Critical Thinking In problem
solving, the nurse obtains information that clarifies the nature of the problem and suggests possible solutions.
What are the discrepancies?


